
INTRADA – How and Why Musical Maps
Began
The inspiration for this research project came from two
corresponding events. Firstly, desperation whilst suffering
‘composers block’ in attempting to compose to order
coupled with the need for a dissertation subject during
Music degree studies, and, secondly, stimulation of the
imagination by a discussion on the CARTO-SOC forum
concerning the relationship between music and maps.
Several issues arose from this dialogue: music as a creative
inspiration for the cartographer (e.g. the style of maps
produced whilst listening to Mozart or Grieg as compared
with those drawn to the sound of Pink Floyd or Iron
Maiden!); and the aural traditions of non-Western
civilizations (e.g. the Australian aborigines whose
‘songlines’ represent an ancient cultural concept passed on
through oral lore, singing and storytelling through dance
and painting). Using an intricate series of songcycles, the
aborigines identify landmarks and subtle tracking
mechanisms for navigation, e.g. where waterholes may be
found in the desert. A network of these songlines criss-
cross Australia, representing distances ranging from a few
kilometres to hundreds of kilometres. One of the best-
known pieces of writing on the subject is The Songlines by
the late Bruce Chatwin, published in 1987.

The CARTO-SOC discussion was prompted by a
contributor who posed the question: “If music can make
you cry, can it also make you produce great maps? […] it
seems that unless we engage the emotions we cannot be
creative or rational […] do cartographers who listen to
music make better maps than those who do not?”. The
discussion that followed ranged from the serious to the
tongue-in-cheek. Most of the (sometimes lengthy)
responses related to how the music that we listen to while
we work (if indeed we do so) influences our creativity and

the nature of the maps that are produced as a result, for
instance as one contributor put it:

Music at the workplace in general most definitely
lightens the spirit, makes individuals happier and
more likely to be creative, analytic, and productive
[…] I am a musician, music is woven through my
creative process. That merging of Art with Science
paid off for me on my Africa Series maps which won
the Macromedia Information Illustration Award […]
I think it was Mars, off the Holst of Planets, that
helped me decide to put a flaming sunset in the
background of an Eritrean marketplace […]
Cartography is a cross between an art and a science,
both analytic and creative. Perhaps what music does
is help let creative aspects to mapping come out. […]
Frankly I feel that if we had more Music inspiring
our mapping, we might have a world with better and
prettier maps in it, happier mappers, happier
musicians, happier travellers [...].

Those less convinced of this argument voiced the
following opinions:

Let us accept, for the sake of argument, that people
who are not emotional cannot be creative. […] It
does not follow that emotional people are necessarily
creative; nor does it follow that anything that
impinges on emotion affects creativity. It may be that
creativity is strongly directed by only one specific
aspect of one emotion, and unless that specific
emotion is affected, then neither will creativity be
affected. […] Your proposition of musical tastes
influencing cartographic aesthetics is interesting, but
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[…] building this kind of knowledge requires the
most exacting research.

Furthermore:

If your hypothesis is correct, would it perhaps
suggest that deaf people are handicapped in their
map-making abilities?

This last correspondent then goes on to somewhat redirect
the focus of the discussion, stating:

I know there has been a lot of research conducted
into producing maps for the blind […] on the design
and use of ‘tactile’ maps […] read through the sense
of touch. Has anyone tried producing ‘aural’ maps,
where cartographic concepts are mapped as sounds
rather than as the raised shapes and textures of
Braille or other mapping?

On 17th September 1998, the Times newspaper carried an
article1 which detailed research being carried out at
UMIST, Manchester, where Professor John Cronly-Dillon
had used a hand-held video camera attached to an earpiece
“to translate complex visual objects into distinctive notes”.
A key point of interest for me at the time was its reference
to “enabling people to navigate their environments […]
investigating anything from a piece of text, someone’s face
or the street ahead […]”. A parallel piece of research,
examining and comparing the accuracy with which blind,
partially-sighted, and sighted people could pinpoint
sounds, was being carried out at Montreal University,
Quebec. It was found that those who were totally blind
could detect the direction of sounds as ably as the sighted
group. However with one ear blocked, they totally
outperformed the other groups.

Research has been carried out in the creation of
braille and other textured maps for the blind and partially-
sighted (e.g. Greatorex, 1986; Tatham, 1989; and Tatham,
1990). Work has also been undertaken into the creation of
maps tailored to those with dyslexia and dyspraxia, such as
the Dyscover project (Birley and Tasker, 1995). If we add
conventional maps to this list, we have maps geared to the
senses of sight and touch. (I am unaware of any current
research in the cartographic community into ‘scratch-and-
sniff’ maps where users may experience, and perhaps
compare, the smell of a particular location!) The obvious
omission from this list is navigation by sound; we certainly
know that several members of the animal kingdom use it in
some way, e.g. bats.

The challenge for me was to produce a composition
system using conventional Western musical notation,
which, once learnt, could be used to describe a journey.
For this to work effectively, the equivalent of a
cartographic symbol set was required that was similar to

the set used on conventional maps, with which most
people are familiar be they lay or professional users.
Obviously, musical compositions generated using such a
system will differ both in character and construction from
the impressionistic representations of places and scenery
such as Richard Strauss’s Alpine Symphony or Smetana’s
Ma Vlast. The musical maps described here are precise
descriptions of a journey from Point A to Point B and the
environment through which that journey takes place. The
resultant works are therefore structurally complex and
often uncomfortable on the ear, lacking the more regular
pulse and reassurance that arise from the repetition of
melodic and rhythmic phrases.

ETUDE: What do we Mean by Aural
Mapping?
In the course of this project, it has been both interesting
and useful to investigate other research being undertaken
under the umbrella title of ‘aural mapping’ and the wide-
ranging interpretation of the term ‘musical maps’. Some
recent research in this field has been made available on a
number of websites. For instance, in the field of natural
sciences, the reader may wish to look at the article on the
website of the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the USA on how barn owls hunt using sight
and sound, utilizing topographic maps of the external
space formed by neurons that respond to visual or aural
signals from a specific direction.2

For an excellent insight into how hi-tech technology
aural mapping is being used to assist the visually impaired,
look no further than the vOICe project, which uses
sophisticated image-to-sound renderings to create
synthetic images. To quote the website: “vertical positions
of points in a visual sound are represented by pitch, while
horizontal positions are represented by left-to-right
scanning and corresponding stereo panning. Brightness is
represented by loudness. In this manner, pixels become...
voicels!”.3

The New York Soundmap is a fascinating
conglomeration of aural mapping projects. Sound-seeker
uses hot spots plotted on Google Maps to enable you to
listen to recorded sounds from a huge number of locations
within New York. Listen to the sound of the carousel in
Central Park or eavesdrop on the passenger interactions at
the cashier windows at Penn station, while AudioBus B61
uses a combination of field recordings, readings,
conversations, and images to construct an audible
landscape along the B61 bus route through Brooklyn and
Queens.4

James Boyk at the California Institute of Technology
is using what he describes as ‘musical maps’ as an analysis
tool to focus discussion and to facilitate a better
understanding of complex pieces of music with his
students.5

Dmitri Tymoczko, a composer, music theorist, and
Assistant Professor at Princeton University, has been using
non-Euclidean geometry as a means of understanding how
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music is constructed. Using three-dimensional devices
such as the orbifold, Timoczko uses advanced geometry as
a tool to map how musical chords fit together. His findings
resulted in the first paper on music theory published in the
journal Science in its 127-year history. It has been written
that he may have provided an additional theoretical tool
for composers searching for that elusive next chord. 

For some really different and fascinating examples
of what could loosely be termed ‘musical maps’ it is worth
visiting http://homepage1.nifty.com/iberia/score_
gallery.htm7.

FANTASIA: The Musical Maps Project –
The Journey So Far…

The Objectives

The overall objectives of the Musical Maps project are
twofold:

• to produce a musical framework using conventional
Western notation equivalent to cartographic
symbology that can be used as a basis for musical
composition; and

• to create a structure which could be defined tightly
enough to facilitate a clear understanding of the
meaning of the key signature, notes, rhythm, tempo,
and dynamics, while still allowing flexibility for a
degree of personal expression on the part of the

individual composer, but without affecting the
overriding accuracy of the primary characteristics of
the precise musical map, in particular, the melodic
and rhythmic progression of the melody line.

The first version of the musical symbol set devised for
these sound maps is shown in Figure 1.

Real-time Composition: the Distance Dilemma?

It was clear at an early stage in the project that it would be
impractical to compose the maps in real-time. Aside from
the resultant length of compositions, it was my opinion
that the fixed reference points along the journey were to be
the prime elements. The basis for this is not particularly
scientific, but derived from personal observation.
Travelling home from work on the bus, I sometimes find it
very difficult to keep my eyes open and doze a little (must
be my age). In this state, I find that I am subconsciously
using changes in direction and gradient (experienced by a
change in engine noise or sliding off the seat!) as my
reference points along the journey, not how long it takes to
travel between points as this can vary according to traffic
density at particular times of day. Thus, tempo is governed
by the advised speed limit of the stretch of routeway as
opposed to actual speed of travel. Moreover, when giving
directions to a stranger, the most important information we
impart are turns and landmarks, though many of us, if we
are honest, are not that accurate in our estimation of
distance.
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Figure 1 The first version of the musical map symbol set



Research Methodology

The following strategy for the project was devised at the
outset.

PHASE I

Enlist the aid of a small research team of cartographers
(approximately twelve, drawn from the membership of the
Society of Cartographers) who are distributed around the
United Kingdom in geographically different locations.
Each cartographer would be asked to describe at least one
work-related and one leisure-related journey using a
standard set of codes supplied by the author. The code
sheets would not contain any information relating to the
final musical symbology into which this information
would be translated. 

OBJECT – to codify journey data that differs in
environment, purpose, and mood, which would then be
translated into the musical equivalent of a map or
navigation chart of the route.

PHASE II

Using as much of the data collected from Phase I as
possible, the author would compose – in precise form –
pieces of music portraying a selection of work and leisure-
related journeys.

OBJECT – to construct a set of musical maps
describing the sequence of physical events necessary to
navigate from Point A to Point B on a specified journey.
The compositions will differ in terms of the sequence of
movements, mode of transport, terrain being negotiated,
and mood of the traveller as affected by the purpose of

each journey.

PHASE III

Taking a small, varied sample of the Phase I data, enlist the
aid of approximately six current or recently graduated BA
(Hons.) Band Studies students to create compositions of
their own.

OBJECT – to test the consistency and flexibility of
the composition system. Finished compositions from
Phase II and Phase III will be compared, with the
similarities and differences analysed. It is expected that
recognizable similarities should exist in melodic
progression and rhythmic structure, whilst differences may
occur in meter and will almost certainly be evident in
harmonization, allowing the expression of the composers’
own preferences and personalities.

PHASE IV

To carry out a review of the results of Phases I to III to
determine any improvements that may be made to the
descriptive notation system in order to improve the
musical structure of the compositions, bearing in mind the
problems of shape and form as anticipated at the outset of
the project.

OBJECT – to ascertain the validity of carrying out
further studies and the development of the composition
system.

For various reasons, I was unable to implement
Phases III and IV when the research had to be put on hold
for some time.

Data Collection

Initially, in line with the objectives set out in Phase I,
twelve fellow cartographers, located in very different
landscape areas, were asked to supply details of work and
leisure-related journeys. The locations of these
‘researchers’ in the United Kingdom are shown in Figure
2. Researchers were asked not to use a published map to
trace their route at this stage, as personal perception was an
important element in the initial process of devising these
musical maps. The coding system used to record the
journey data is shown in Figure 3. Data is recorded as a
sequence of events, normally in pairs, as illustrated in the
example in Figure 4 (thus LT/STD refers to a Left Turn on
a Steep Downhill slope).

I find it useful to plot the gradient profiles from the
raw data as an initial visualization of the musical map and
have used two methods for this process:

• a simple line with stopping points and junctions
indicated as they occur (Figure 5a); and

• a ‘strip map’ utilizing a stylized musical stave. This
method is particular good for appreciating the
features along the route of our musical map (Figure
5b). Those familiar with MIDI9 maps will notice a
similarity.
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Figure 2 Locations of participating cartographers for Phase
I (base data source: Mountain High Maps®
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Plotting the direction variable as a simple schematic is also
useful in identifying those journeys which are likely to
throw up more interesting melodic progressions. In other
words, journeys with most twists and turns and obstacles
to be negotiated are most likely to create a more varied
melodic curve. This also presents an interesting insight on
the perception skills of the contributor, although it must be
said that the resulting schematics can vary from the
appearance of the route on a published map owing to the
foreshortening effect between points. The longer the route,
the greater the distortion.

Melody, Meter, Rhythm, and Harmonic
Considerations

(Apologies to non-musicians at this point – it gets a bit
technical so please stay with me!)

The melody or ‘tune’ is the most structured component
of the musical map. As it contains virtually all of the
significant information it could stand on its own, but my
aim was to create works of more substance. Defining the
meter, for example, requires careful thought. Results of
the work done so far incurred many changes to the
number and types of beat in each bar for the majority of
compositions depicting journeys through undulating
terrain. In order to make musical sense from the
irregular sequence of notes in the raw data, it was
helpful to begin construction of the musical map by
plotting the notes as a continuous string without bar
lines. One of two approaches may then be adopted to
establish the meter:
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Figure 3 The system of coding used to record the journey
data 

Figure 4 An example of a data sheet, showing events recorded in pairs 
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Figure 5a An example of as gradient profile, with key points highlighted 

Figure 5b An example of a stylized musical stave strip map (St Andrews) 



• establish the rhythmic unit, e.g. a crotchet, and sub-
divide the total number of notes (the mathematical
approach); and

• establish logical musical phrases (the subjective
approach).

Wherever possible, underlying rhythms should aim to
enhance the ‘image’ of the map, such as the mode of
transport employed. For example, where the melody
describes a journey on foot, a simple, sedate ‘left-right’
walking bass or a heartbeat-like pattern may be
appropriate. Alternatively, for a bicycle journey, a moving
triplet rhythm might reinforce the image (try repeating the
word ‘merrily’ and you will see what I mean). For a bus or
car journey, a steady quaver or semi-quaver rhythm with
an emphasis on certain beats will give an engine-like feel

(try repeating the sequence ‘Pukata-Pukata-Puka’ to get
the idea).

These may seem clichéd concepts, but instinctive
recognition is often coloured by past experience or
learning. Such predictability could therefore be seen as
strength by association. It is of utmost importance that the
underlying rhythmic accompaniment is never allowed to
overpower the primary musical figure – the melody –
which should always dominate.

Similarly, the way in which the musical maps are
harmonized or orchestrated is also important. Establishing
an overriding key signature as a ‘background colour’ that
makes use of major or minor sounds is likely to establish a
mood for the journey. Moreover, the use of different
instrumental timbres or ‘voices’ will reinforce the
depiction of the environment being travelled through:
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Figure 6a Melody line Ivybridge to Plymouth by bicycle, before editing 

Figure 6b Melody line Cottenham to Cambridge by car, after first-stage editing (note: some musical conventions have been
disregarded for this example, e.g., showing a syncopated beat as a crotchet rather than two tied-quavers, purely for the
purposes of aiding interpretation by non-musician readers) 



• haunting, sparse woodwind (e.g. flute, oboe) for
remote moorland sections; or

• thickly layered brass (e.g., trumpet, trombone) for
industrial areas.

FINALE: Results So Far and Ideas for
Future Progress
As intimated at the end of the INTRADA to this personal
odyssey, the musical maps constructed so far have had
more in common with Schoenberg and Stockhausen than
Smetana or Richard Strauss (listen to Karlheinz
Stockhausen’s Klavierstucke8 for a taste of what I mean).
Nevertheless, they have been successful in illustrating a
clear contrast between flat and undulating landscapes. This
is very well illustrated by the examples in Figs. 6a and 6b
which depict the hills and valleys of South Devon and the
flat expanses around Cambridge respectively.

Using the original symbol set as illustrated in Figure
1 there was an unsatisfactory aural definition between
directional events. A modification of the scheme
exaggerating the intervals between sequential note events
should help to achieve this. (For the musician readers, a
whole-tone scale approach is currently being
experimented with.) Problems experienced in defining an
overriding key signature caused difficulty in harmonizing
in such a way that there was no loss of clarity of the
melody line and the consequent confusion over the
portrayal of the route in the musical map.

The short duration of the musical maps resulted in
‘sound-bites’, not compositions of substance, although
many avant-garde pieces are very short and even
renowned composers such as Anton Webern (1883–1945)
are reputed to have written pieces of just a few seconds’
duration. There are several ways that this could be
addressed and the resultant maps lengthened such as
repeating each event sequence equal to the number of
beats per bar, e.g., multiplied by three in 3/4, by four in
4/4, and so on. An alternative would be to repeat each
event sequence according to a set distance measurement,
for instance every 50 or 100 metres travelled.

Perceptual data recording when checked by
overlaying a graphical route-plot on to a topographic map
of approximately similar scale showed serious errors in the
current system, e.g. the Hooe to Plymouth journey data
crossed over itself and headed east instead of west, partly
due to the foreshortening problem! There is therefore some
serious justification for plotting directional attributes on an
Ordnance Survey or similar map at the outset.
Experimentation is underway using a GPS receiver during
the data collection process. Future plans include the setting
up of a Musical Maps website in the near future in order to
share ideas, promote discussion, and provide a multimedia
platform on which to display the completed musical maps.

CODA: ENDPIECE
To conclude, in response to the question posed in the title
of this article as to whether the musical maps are a musical
approach to cartography or a cartographic approach to
musical composition, the best answer is “probably a bit of
both!”. If you would be interested in submitting journey
data that can be turned into a musical map, I would be
delighted to hear from you, particularly if you do not live
in the UK. Please contact me via email at
brogers@plymouth.ac.uk.
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Notes
1 “Sound of music could enable blind people to see”,

The Times, September 17th 1998
2 http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/99/25/15894
3 http://www.seeingwithsound.com/
4 http://www.nysoundmap.org/
5 http://www.performancerecordings.com/maps.html
6 http://silvertone.princeton.edu/~dmitri/
7 http://homepage1.nifty.com/iberia/score_

gallery.htm
8 http://www.stockhausen.org/stockhausen_

multimedia.html
9 Musical Instrument Digital Interface – an industry-

standard protocol that enables electronic musical
instruments, computers, and other equipment to
communicate, control, and synchronize with each
other.
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